The tenth day of Co Creation
Self actualised people inspired from within.



The world around us is rearranging itself at an accelerating rate, and
ordinary people in every country are accomplishing extraordinary things in
response. In the quantum reality whereby our beliefs, thoughts, words and
feelings have immediate effect, we are invited to consider, ‘Am I really God
stuff in biodegradable earthly body?’ And we are invited to notice and to allow
the natural inside-out process toward True Self. The tenth day of creation is a
day of completion and new beginning. Ten is at once final and initial. In the
tenth month the child is born as an individual. In the tenth phase complexity has
been integrated. Life is now of a higher order.
The Roots of timelessness and inner space. From the first simple
nervous systems 300 million years ago, to the first ‘wise men’ of 35,000 years
ago with their growing capacity for speech, to the first writing 6,000 years ago,
the first alphabet 4,000 years ago and the first printing in 1040AD in China and

1451AD in Europe, we have evolved. Native American smoke signals, African
drum beats and light beacons gave way to electricity, telephone, radio, motor
car, phonograph, movies, television, transistor, facsimile, computer, calculators,
mobile phones, the internet and fibre optics.
Humankind has become a giant information exchange nervous system.
We are nudged, pushed or inspired to wake up, show up, stand up, speak up and
clear up the remnants of the old story. To allow a new story of True Self,
Christopher Columbus’ voyage to America in 1492 gave Europeans
somewhere to go and the relationship of people to land was identified. The
development of perspective in the 1500s gave people a background space to
relate their foreground to. Neil Armstrong’s moon walk rocked our psyche as
people adjusted their familiar identity in order to live with infinite space in all
directions and in several time zones at once. Electronic instantaneousness also
added to temporal instability and a dream world.

“If I wake before I die?” was the question I, as a forty year old,
embroidered on a silk relief. Is this the intention of Life? I think so. Many
humans are now ‘waking up’ from limitations and self imposed boundaries to
know empowerment as wholeness. Our outer world and its inner significance
must come together for there to be any wholeness and holiness. Matter is, and
has always been, the hiding place for Spirit, forever offering itself to be
discovered anew.
The beyond is really the depths of here.

Today, over 7.8 billion people hunger for stories for how life on earth can
turn out OK. If we’re deficient in positive stories we will absorb the toxic
infantile stories of TV and the mass media. Let’s invite back the magical,
mystical True Self that knows the positive stories that lie at the heart of all
experience. Invite back stories imbued with intention, such as “I wish for you to
awaken your heart full True Self ”. Invite back stories that allow our human
foibles to be part of All Life. What if you were a GIFT? What if your so-called
burdens were GIFTS?
Perhaps the greatest angst for me has been the tension between the current
creative project and to keep going as a carer. Way too much for one person. It
does take a village to rear a child, especially an unusual adult child. At first I
veered from one calling to the other. I felt inadequate. Did I have enough time
for both? Life has explored, integrated and refined me. There is no longer such
a play of opposites. “Home is where the heart is.” repeats my son like a
mantra of invocation. I’ve started to know that Heart is where the home is.
Each one of us has a unique energy field, a personal consciousness

which shapes our physical reality. When we dwell in the infinite without time
and space we do live a quantum life whereby our thoughts, attitudes and beliefs
can have an immediate effect. Increasing awareness empowers and
authenticates us on a cellular level. In this way inner guided people quite
naturally act in synergy for the greater good. Cells do that spontaneously. We
humans have with good reason been given the gift of choice.

